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Welcome Marshall University welcomes those attending the 148th Commencement Exercises. 
Academic Procession Faculty Marshals Candidates for Bachelor Degree Candidates for Associate Degree Candidates for Master Degree Candidates for Medical Degree Assistant Chief Faculty Marshal Members of the Faculty Chief Faculty Marshal Commencement Officials 
Commencement Officials Chief Marshal: Professor Thomas S. Bishop Assistant Chief Marshal: Professor Roger L. Adkins Assistants: Prof. William F. Ashford Prof. Deborah Egekvist Prof. Giovanna Morton Prof. Richard Bonnett Prof. Kenneth Guyer Prof. Ralph E. Oberly Prof. Mahlon Brown Prof. Louise Hoy Prof. B. R. Smith Prof. David Dawson Prof. Betty Jarrell Prof. William Sullivan Prof. Jeanne De Vos Prof. Nedra Lowe Prof. Wayne Taylor Prof. Kathleen Duffy Prof. Howard L. Mills Chief Usher: Professor Ernest W. Cole Assistant Chief Usher: Professor Charles Webb Assistants: Prof. Dean Adkins Prof. Ralph Hall Prof. Philip Modlin Prof. Howard Adkins Prof. Carl Johnson Prof. William Radig Prof. Neal Adkins Prof. Bosworth Johnson Prof. Jim Rogers Prof. Robert Dils Prof. Richard Jones Prof. Harry Sowards Prof. Dan K. Evans Prof. William Kearns Prof. James Stone Prof. Mack Gillenwater Prof. Nicholas Kontos Prof. Donald Tarter Prof. Charles F. Gruber Prof. Michael Little Prof. Luther White :i j, HI 
The 148th Commencement Program President Dale F. Nitzschke, Presiding Precommencement Concert Marshall University Wind Symphony Professor Donald A. Williams, Conductor Processional - Ceremonial Marches Invocation ............................ The Reverend Roger Adams Baptist Campus Minister Music 'The Road Not Taken" ..................... Randall Thompson 'The Old Hundreth Psalm Tune" ......... Ralph Vaughan Williams Marshall University Choirs and Wind Ensemble Joseph E. Line, Conductor John Ingram, Accompanist Introduction of Guests Louis J. Costanzo, III, Member, West Virginia Board of Regents Kenneth M. Dunn, Member, West Virginia Board of Regents Clark B. Frame, Member, West Virginia Board of Regents Paul M. Churton, Chairman, Marshall University Institutional Board of Advisors Introduction of Commencement Speaker Commencement Address ......... The Honorable Arch A. Moore, Jr. Governor, State of West Virginia Conferring of Academic Degrees The President of the University Candidates for the Bachelor's and Associate Degrees College of Education presented by Allen A. Mori, Dean College of Liberal Arts presented by Emory W. Carr, Dean College of Business presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean College of Science presented by E.S. Hanrahan, Dean College of Fine Arts presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean School of Nursing presented by Phyllis F. Higley, Dean Regents Bachelor of Arts presented by Alan B. Gould, Vice President for Academic Affairs Community College presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean Candidates for the Master's Degree Graduate School presented by Robert F. Maddox, Dean ! I • 
Candidates for the Doctor of Medicine Degree School of Medicine presented by Robert W. Coon, Dean Conferring of the Doctoral Degrees E. Gordon Gee, President, West Virginia UniversityRecognition of the Honor Graduates Conferring of the Honorary Degrees Candidates Presented by ........................ Alan B. Gould, Vice President for Academic Affairs Revella E. Hughes - Doctor of Music Robert W. Coon - Doctor of Humane Letters Greetings ...................................... John W. Saunders President, West Virginia Board of Regents Remarks ....................................... Mark D. Rhodes President, Marshall University Student Body 1984-85 Greetings ....................................... Linda S. Holmes Director, Marshall University Alumni Association The President's Remarks "Alma Mater" ............................. C.E. and James Haworth Professor Emeritus Leo V. Imperi Benediction "The Lord Bless You and Keep You" ............... John Rutter Recessional - Ceremonial Marches Marshall Gracious Alma Mater, We thy name revere: May each noble son and daughter Cherish thine honor dear. May thy lamp be ever bright Guiding us to truth and light; As a beacon o'er dark water This is for thee our prayer. Alma Mater May the years be kind to Marshall; May she grow in fame; May her children fail her never, True to her beacon flame. May her spirit brave and strong Honor right and conquer wrong; This the burden of our song Ever her truth proclaim. The audience is requested to be seated following the Benediction and remain seated until the class has recessed. 
Profile of Marshall University Marshall College had a problem with its students: "The most decided objection we have to find to any considerable number (of the students) is the tendency to study too long hours, a tendency we are trying to correct ..• " The quotation comes from the 1909-10 Marshall College Catalog and one historian has attributed it to President Lawrence J. Corbly. The historian added his own wry comment: "President Cor­bly and his successors evidently met with considerable success in correcting this tendency." The problem of overzealous students may have been exaggerated. In any event, Marshall has had more serious problems in an often-turbulent history extending back to 1837--some 26 years before the state of West Virginia was born. The early history of Marshall is filled with colorful events and people. To put things in chronological perspective, the academic melodrama started in 1837 when the good citizens of Guyandotte and the farming country to the west--now the city of Huntington-­decided they needed an annual school to provide for the education of their youngsters. Tradition records they met at the home of John Laidley, who assumed leadership of the project and named the new school Marshall Academy in honor of his friend, the late Chief Justice John Marshall. They decided to locate their new school on a knoll known as "Maple Grove," site of a small log building called Mount Hebron Church. The structure also has served for some time as a subscription school for the area, open but three months each year. It remained a subscription school that summer, conducted by Isaac H. Peck. It wasn't until March 30, 1838, that the General Assembly of Virginia passed an act formally incorporating Marshall Academy and appointing Laidley and eight other men as trustees. On June 30 of that year, the trustees purchased from James and Lucy Holder- by the one and one-fourth acre lot con­taining their log "academy." The price: $40. That land is now the site of Old Main. The trustees proceeded to build a new two-story, brick building, 22 feet wide and 50 feet long, containing four rooms. It was completed by February, 1839. The first full school term was con­ducted in 1838-39 with Peck serving as principal for a salary of $500. In 1850, the academy and its financial obligations were accepted by the Con­ference of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South. In 1858, Marshall Academy was renamed Marshall Col­lege. The coming of the Civil War nearly spelled the end of the young college. Lack of financial support, accumulated debts, court action and the war itself forced the school to close its doors in 1861. The property was sold at public auction. Mrs. Salina Mason bought the land and building for $1,500 for her father, John W. Hite. He was a Confederate sympathizer and could not appear in court in his own behalf. For the next few years, Hite and his family lived in the college building. During at least part of the war, a small school, probably a subscription school, was maintained at the college--fulfilling a provision in the original deed from James Holderby which specified it was to be us­ed" ... for the express purpose of an Ac­cademy (sic) and for no other use." The building also was used as a hospital dur­ing part of the conflict. In the fall of 1866, the Southern Methodists made an attempt to regain control of the property, but were unable to raise enough money. Meanwhile, the new state of West Virginia had recognized the need for an institution to train teachers to serve the state's public schools. After many mon­ths of wrangling over location, the Legislature on Feb. 27, 1867, voted ap­proval of a bill establishing a "state normal school " to be located at Marshall College. 
In order to get the college reopened, the voters of Cabell County approved a property tax levy amounting to $5,000. The state also appropriated funds and on Aug. 1, 1867, the schools' regents pur­chased the lot and building from Mrs. Mason for $3,600. The regents of the state normal school also authorized addi­tions and repairs amounting to about $3,800. During that period, the regents pur­chased an additional 10 acres land from William P. Holderby for $1,000. It turned out that there was a lien against the land and the regents had to ask the Legislature to authorize condemnation in order to obtain a valid title. In September, 1868, they obtained 13 and three-quarters acres at a price fixed at $1,375. This brought the college holdings to a total of 15 acres in order " ... that there might be ample room around the buildings, and that the Steward of the College might be able to provide material for his table. . . " In 1868, Marshall needed land for far­ming. A hundred years alter, the pro­blem was parking. The first session of Marshall College as a state normal school began June 15, 1868, and lasted 10 weeks, but financial problems continued to plague the school. The Legislature made no ap­propriation for salaries and expenses for the year 1879-80 and Principal A.D. Chesterman had to struggle to keep the school open with the money received from tuition fees. · These were not ade­quate to provide a proper teaching staff. Matters began to improve during the administration of Thomas E. Hodges (1886-1896) as the state gradually increas­ed its financial support. During Hodges' last year, 1895-96, the school's· enrollment exceeded 200 for the first time. The 1896 graduating class of 19 also was a record. Hodges was followed by Lawrence J. Corbly, who was to serve 19 years--the longest tenure of any Marshall president with the exception of Stewart H. Smith (1946-68). Corbly's administration marks a major turning point in Marshall's fortunes. Enrollment began a steady climb, from 258 in 1896-97 to 1,021 by 1907. In 1905, construction was started on the final section of Old Main. This is the familiar "towers" segment facing the main entrance to the campus on Hal Greer Boulevard. With its completion, Old Main consisted of five sections. Reading from the east, these were com­pleted in 1898, 1870, 1899, 1896 and 1907. The first edition of the campus newspaper, The Parthenon, was publish­ed in 1898, although there had been an earlier newspaper with a different name. Intercollegiate athletics got their start at Marshall during this period, with the first football team being fielded in 1898. The Marshall teams originally were known as the Blue and Black, but the now-familiar Green and White colors had been adopted by 1904. In May, 1907, the board of regents adopted a plan for the reorganization of the college. Among other things, the plan changed Corbly's title from "prin­cipal" to "president" and raised his salary to $2,500 a year. In 1907, Marshall was still strictly a secondary school. By 1912, the regents had added two years of study to the school's program, equivalent to the freshman and sophomore years in col• lege. In 1914, President Corbly recom­mended that " ... Marshall College should be made a 'college' in fact as well as in official name--a degree-conferring institution." But when Corbly retired in 1915, Mar­shall was still a thriving junior college. A few years later, however, his hopes were to be realized. In 1920, the State Board of Education approved Marshall's granting of a bachelor's degree in educa­tion. Teachers College conferred degrees upon four candidates in June, 1921. The years ahead were to see steady physical and academic expansion and Marshall became a university in 1961. By the fall of 1984 Marshall had an enroll­ment exceeding 11,500, a full-time faculty of 384 and 105 part-time instruc­tors. The small academy has become a major university operating nine colleges and schools: College of Liberal Arts, College of Fine Arts, College of Science, College of Education, College of Business, Graduate School, School of Medicine, Community College, and School of Nursing. 
Academic Heraldry The custom of wearing academic regalia in the colleges and universities of the United States has been continuous since Colonial times. The colors indicating fields of study and degrees conferred are now of standard significance and at Marshall University show in the hoods worn by the Master's and Doctoral degree candidates. Hoods for both Master's and Doctor's are made of black, lined with silk chevrons in the official colors of the university conferring the degree, and trimmed with velvet collars in colors distinctive of the degree. The hoods of the Marshall Faculty represent the many institutions and variety of degrees that com­prise a university faculty. MARSHALL UNIVERSITY GRADUATE SCHOOL Master of Arts - White Master of Science - Golden Yellow Master of Business Administration - Drab Master of Arts in Journalism - Crimson Master of Education - Light Blue MARSHALL UNIVERSITY MEDICAL SCHOOL Doctor of Medicine - Green FACULTY HOODS - MASTER'S AND DOCTOR'S Arts and Humanities .......................... White Business and Accountancy ...................... Drab Economics .................................. Copper Education ................................ Light Blue Engineering ................................. Orange Home Economics ............................ Maroon Journalism ................................. Crimson Library Science .............................. Lemon Medicine .................................... Green Music ......................................... Pink Nursing .................................... Apricot Philosophy ............................... Dark Blue Physical Education ........................ Sage Green Science .............................. Golden Yellow Social Science ................................ Cream Theology .................................... Scarlet At Marshall University, holders of the bachelor's degrees do not wear hoods. The color of the tassel on their caps indicates their field of study in accordance with the legend above. l
Class of 1985 Honor Graduates 
Bachelor Degree Candidates The bachelor's degrees honor graduates are distinguished by stoles and matching tassels worn with their caps and gowns. The Summa Cum Laude graduates are so distinguish­ed by the Red Stoles and Tassels and the Magna Cum Laude and Cum Laude graduates are distinguished by the Gold Stoles and Tassels. Summa Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.85 to 4.0. Dorothy Ann Spiech Baisden Randy Lee Bell Donna Michelle Booth Joy Dawn Cunningham Jennifer Patrice Currl:!n Kelly Elizabeth Dotson Cynthia L. Evans Linda Greene Finley Jeffrey Glen Jackson Dorothy Suzanne James Marsha Luhnow Young Kotanchik Donald Ralph Little Gene Allan McLeod Julie Lyn Mears Robin Lynne Minter Jacqueline Lee Mooney Norman Cassem Mosrie Suzy B. Perry Roberta May Richards Denise Morgan Schrimsher Florence Ellen Snyder Christopher L. Swindell Stephen Marshall Wilkerson Magna Cum Laude These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.6 to 3.84. Clark David Adkins Sandra Joy Adkins Vernon Darrell Adkins Nicholas Pete Arvon Virginia Muriel Conn Ballard Gayle Ellen Ballengee Susan Lynn Bowden Leslie Kristin Bowen Amber Kaye Bowling Cindy Louise Brown Kimberly Jo Brushart Jacqueline S. Bryant Barry Lee Burgess Cynthia Ann Clegg Arella Ann Cline William Raymond Cornwell Sherry Denise Cyrus Tressa Lynn Cyrus Luciana Dario Dias Deborah Lynn Esposito Carlotta Ray Evans Patricia Simmons Faulknier Donna Sue Ward Ferrell Tammy Sue Forbush Teresa Bargeloh Foster Jane Hower Frassinelli Patsy Gilmore Joyce Marie Hamrick David Thomas Hanshaw Mildred Regina Hayes Jill Leann Heck Charlotte Anne Hertig Teresa Anne Hess Jeffrey Brian Horner Robin Delynn Howell A. Scott JacksonJoan Leslee JohnsonTimothy Delano KennedyKris Nolan KirbyCheryl Ann KochDonna Faye KounsSarah Ellen LayneLisha Lynn LongwellAngela Michelle Masterson
Dona Richmond McBride 
Renee Marie McMullen 
Brett Lee Merritt 
Kathy Ann Moore 
Linda Jean Persinger 
Rebecca Jude Phillips 
Valerie Jo Piercy 
Myrtle Baisden Preece 
Patricia Proctor 
Klaire Lori Purtee 
Arlene Holbrook Qualls 
Cynthia Louise Reed 
Michael Albert Renaud 
Pauline Starr Ross 
Marc Eugene Rutherford 
Reb�cca Lynn Shields 
Virginia Andrews Shields 
Nancy Ann Simmons 
Sirajuddin 
Patricia Conley Spradlin 
Larry Keith Staley 
Allison Leigh Stevens 
Diana Clarice Keenan Vanscoy 
Colbert L. Wang 
Felicity M. Warren 
Teresa Susan White 
Laura Lee Wilson 
Timothy J. Wilson 
Brenda L. Windisch 
Susan Gale Yarbrough Cum Laude 
These students have attained an over-all 
academic average of 3.3 to 3.59. 
Lisa Pannell Adkins 
Melanie Kay Adkins 
Robert William Ambrose 
Joanna Lynn Angus 
Glenna Jean Bailey 
Nancy Susan Bailey 
Piera Linda Bartolini 
Kimberly Anne Bowery 
William Alan Bowman 
Kristina Renee Boster Blount 
Kelly Ann Bragg 
Teresa Lynne Brown 
Warren Frederick Brown 
Alan David Burns 
C. Robert Burns, Jr.
Margaret Marie Butler
Andrew George Carey
Donna Mae Chaney 
Angela Dawn Clark 
Ginger Abshire Clark 
Steven Bruch Clarke 
Nancy Ann Clatworthy 
Gregory Caylor Clay 
Christopher Duane Colegrove 
Dina Cain Collins 
DeAngela Conley 
Lisa Marie Crow 
James Christopher Dean 
Beatrix Therese Dekker 
Mark Andrew DeMoss 
Timothy B. Donahoe 
Mark Lee Douglas 
Michael Gene Douglas 
Katrina Leigh Dunfee 
Kendra Lanette Egnor 
Melanie J. Estler 
Eric Michael Fossell 
Jeffrey Thomas Fowler 
Eric Roy George 
Kevin Gergely 
Linda Diane Goldman 
Sandra Hope Gordon 
Darrell Ray Hall, II 
Judy D. Hardman 
Medra Dean Murphy Harmon 
Sara Jeanne Harmon 
Tina Marie Harness 
Debra Marlene Harris 
Tina Janette Hensley 
Brian Scott Hissom 
Kathy Sue Howard 
Elizabeth Dale Jennings 
Christopher Wyatt Johnson 
Patricia Lewis Jones 
Deanna Lynn Kennedy 
Richard Lee Kern, Jr. 
Stephen Michael Kesterson 
Stacy Vawn Killen 
Kimberly Ann Kotch 
Christopher Myles Kroger 
Maureen Elizabeth Law 
Beth Anne Liptak 
Sandra T. Maia 
Mary Ann Manakkil 
Anna Rene Marshall 
Judy Rena Marshall 
Jeffrey Alan Matlack 
Keith Thomas May 
Garnet Francis McCaleb 
Jane Elizabeth McDonald 
Margaret Alice Durham McKenney 
Joy Christine Miller Nora Kathleen Miller Pedro M. Montero, III Jeffrey Thomas Montgomery Carol J. Moore Mia Claire Moran Cynthia I. Morrone Clinton Lee Mullins Kathleen Fontaine Murray William Eugene Neptune, Jr. Jerry L. Norman Susan R. Norris David Allen O'Neal Daniel Ross Patterson Edward Eugene Pauley James Russell Peeler Jill Elizabeth Perry Dwight Woodward Robinson Robin Renee Robinson Diane Marie Romanosky Gary M. Rusnak Jessica Lynn Rutledge Martha Susan Salyer Alison Saunier Lisa Ann Schroeder Constance Bethel Scott Linda Kay Shipley Ronald Vernon Short, Jr. Allen Christopher Shoub Friday Geene Simpson Neil Edward Skidmore Sherry Blankenship Smith Warren Ivan Smith Katherine Lynne Smoot Debra Jane Stultz David George Szymanski Sandra Gardner Thacker Janice Roush Thompson Brian Glen Tolley Michael David Tolley John Stuart Warnock Catherine Solomon Warwick Rebecca Ann Weaks Lisa Ann Weir John Wilson Williams Kimberly Renai Williamson Jeffery Douglas Wood Patricia Joyce Woods Tamara Lynn Wysong 
Associate Degree Candidates The Associate degree honor graduates are distinguished by the Royal Blue Stoles and Tassels worn with their caps and gowns. With High Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.7 to 4.0. Patricia Leigh Agee Jennifer Alice Bailey Sherri Ann Berry Betty Jane Clark Pamela Sue Day Kay Ellen Gisler Jennings Delores Smith Kuhl Gordon Keith Pyles Carol A. Schoener Wendy Ann Withrow 
With Honors These students have attained an over-all academic average of 3.3 to 3.69. Patricia Elaine Clay Abbess Scottie Lee Williams Allin Tammy Lynn Bannister Lori Michele Benham Judy Jackson Cavins Ronald Elmer Cavins Brenda Faye Clark Lori Irene Conn Helen Louise Crews Jennifer Dawn Davis Catherine Donahue Anita Cashion Doss Lucinda Lee Fluharty William Glenn Fogus Teresa Ann Frazier Lena Kellie Freeman Elizabeth Cheryl Blevins Highley Katharine Jeanette Jenkins Nannette Gay Johnson Kathy Denise Kilgore Sandra Dawn Legg Marilyn June Manning Yutanna Jean Martin Shela Calloway Miller Kecia Moten Mary Ellen Mundell Verenia Christine Napier Anna Leigh Nicol Valerie Jane Parsons Linda Jane Richards Donna Kay Rohrbach Joy Cochran Smith Linda Sue Starr Karen Ann Tucker Esther Jean Wallace Judith Ann Freeman Wilson Bret Anderson Woodall t,, 
Military Commissions United States Army Reserve Officers' Training Corps The following individuals will be commissioned Second Lieutenants in the United States Army at Marshall University, May 11, 1985: Joseph E. Acree, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery) Donna G. Ball, United States Army Reserve (Quartermaster) Matthew R. Blake, United States Army Reserve (Infantry) James M. Boyd, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned) Stephen J. Brun, United States Army Reserve (Infantry) James M. Easley, United States Army Reserve (Field Artillery) Jeffrey A. Ellis, United States Army Reserve (Signal Corps) *John A. Ellis, Regular Army (Field Artillery)*Mark A. Ferris, Regular Army (Quartermaster)*Stephen M. Kesterson, Regular Army (Air Defense)Lowell L. Lovell, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)Robert T. Martin, Jr., United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Gary S. Miller, United States Army Reserve (Quartermaster)James D. Morehead, United States Army Reserve (Military Police)*Jim K. Poston, United States Army Reserve (Infantry)Jacquelyn D. Smith, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)Paul E. Smith, Ill., United States Army Reserve (Engineer)George R. Snider, III. United States Army Reserve (Ordnance)*Mark E. Stanley, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)*David K. Stiltner, Regular Army (Quartermaster)*Jack E. Sturgeon, Regular Army (Aviation)Marvin D. Walker, United States Army Reserve (Quartermaster)Richard L. Wheeler, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)*Jeffrey H. Wilhelm, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)Donna L. Worthy, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned)The following individuals have been commissioned Second Lieutenants in theUnited States Army since May 1984:Kimberly S. Burgess, United States Army Reserve (Branch Unassigned) *Todd W. Henshaw, Regular Army (Field Artillery)James A. Lowe, United States Army Reserve (Engineer)*Distinguished Military Graduates
In Memoriam 
Betsy K. McCreight 
1930--1985 Member West Virginia Board of Regents 
Candidates and 
Degrees Granted 
College of Education Candidates presented by Allen A. Mori, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Bachelor of Arts 
Melanie Kay Adkins 
Reginald M. Adkins 
Kelly Lynn Aills 
James Jeffrey Alleman 
Joanna Lynn Angus 
Jan Elizabeth Atkins 
Jon L. Auvil 
Kabir Badamasi 
Dorothy Ann Spiech Baisden 
Gayle Ellen Ballengee 
Lisa Anne LeMaster Barcello 
Barry Joe Barnette 
Jeffrey L. Battle 
Amy Elizabeth Beale 
Deborah Beth Bennett 
Kimberly S. Beder 
Jeffrey Lynn Bias 
Kelly L. Bickel 
Kimberly Sue Binford 
Leslie Paige Birdsong 
Karen Elaine Blake 
Sharon Kay Blevins 
Tracy Diane Bostic 
Susan Lynn Bowden 
Terri Sue Perry Brooks 
Stephanie Elaine Brothers 
Jacqueline S. Bryant 
Tracy Diane Bucary 
Terri H. Burgess 
Alfreda Rae Burns 
Nicholas Breage Burrows 
Tracy Jo Carter 
Misty Lynette Cheetham 
Karen Marie Christopher 
Ginger Abshire Clark 
Lisa Renee Clevenger 
Arella Ann Cline 
Arthur Douglas Cloninger 
Dina Cain Collins 
DeAngela Conley 
Kim Alan Cooper 
James David Coupe 
Darlene Michelle Cox 
L. Kevin Cox
Mark Douglas Craddock
Joseph Mack Cremeans
Coleen Sue Croaff
Lisa Marie Crow
Sandra Fay Darlington
James B. Davis
Frances Mangus Dillon
Deborah Ann Divvens
William David Eddins
Tricia Dawn Edwards
Carol-Lynne Elliott
Deborah Lynne Esposito
Charity Stacy Evans
Cynthia L. Evans
Donna Sue Ward Ferrell 
Tammy Sue Forbush 
Angela Lynn Garland 
Julian Wayne Gatewood 
Lucinda Ann Gatrell 
Randy Lee Gawthrop 
Richard Allan Gibbs 
Lisa Dawn Griffith 
Dorothy Ann Robison Grimmett 
Rebecca Lynn Hall 
Opal Lee Meade Hamaker 
Joyce Marie Hamrick 
Kevin Hardy 
Jeanne Tutwiler Harmon 
Debra Marlene Harris 
Janice Cooper Hartstein 
Lee Ann Heath 
Pamela Dean Hensley 
Ronald Allan Hess 
Lynda Jane Hilbert 
Brian Scott Hissom 
Debra Dixon Hixson 
Rhonda Kaye Holland 
Phyllis Pauley Howard 
Rebecca Lora Hoylman 
Marian Kit Hyden 
Richard Micheal Jaegle, Jr. 
Dorothy Suzanne James 
Jeffrey Scott Jones 
Papa Kanth Laura Childers Kasey Terri Ann Kastanas William Micheal Kelley Timothy Delano Kennedy Michael Arthur King Marsha Luhnow Young Kotanchik Donna Faye Kouns Elizabeth Ann Lanham Cheryl Renee Trigg Lumford Patty Lynn McLaughlin Mandola Lisa R. Marshall Angela Michelle Masterson Barbara JoAnn George Maynard Jennifer Louise McAtee Randy E. McCallister Karen Leigh McCane Terri Lee Moore McKnight Renee Marie McMullen Tammy Lynn Mendel Beverly Jeanette Midkiff Joy Christine Miller Nora Kathleen Miller Stephanie Ann Mitsoyianis Carol J. Moore Lisa G. Morrison Velda Lathrop Morrison Donna S. Murdock David Brian Neff Jerry L. Norman Yolanda Marie Meeks Norman Susan R. Norris Heather Diane Patterson Linda Jean Persinger Ruth Karen Stevens Phillips Myrtle Baisden Preece Brenda Dunn Preston Mary Elizabeth Prichard Klaire Lori Purtee Kelly D. Ray Mary Katherine Ridenour Ray Ronald Earl Renfroe Thomas Milton Rice, Jr. Holly Ann Riddle Gloria Gay Maynard Riggs Jeffrey D. Riley Karen Sue Rohrbach Jessica Lynn Rutledge Peggy Ruth Browning Ryder Martha Susan Salyer Timmie Jack Saunders Alisa Rae Shinn Ronald Vernon Short, Jr. Diana Lvnn Smith Minnie Mae Smith Sherry Blankenship Smith Warren Eric Smith Katherine Lynne Smoot Julie Lynn Stamper Manuela Bettina Steffey Mark Thomas Taylor Tammy Toler Jennifer Hope Topping Richard Alan VanAlphen Rebecca Lin Varian Dixie Lynn Wahl J�nnifer Dawn White Stephen Marshall Wilkerson Jill Ann Wilson Cheryl Ann Winningham Don Cletis Wood Rosemary Wright Bachelor of Science Marsha Ann Casdorph Heather Lynn Lee Lisa Anne Liptak Timothy Lester Grant 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Bachelor of Arts Lisa Pannell Adkins Billy Eugene Bailey Glenna Jean Bailey Jennifer Sue Beard Diana Smoot Branch Nancie Sue Brangham Donald Brooks Deana Rae Brown Lois Wheeler Brown Beverly Ann Browning Kimberly Jo Brushart Alicia LuAnn Chafin Melinda Mia Clay Christopher Duane Colegrove Damon Lee Creamer Edward Michael Culicerto Jennifer Patrice Curran Sherry Denise Cyrus Tressa Lynn Cyrus Cassandra E. Davis Rose Mary Deal Guy Dwaine Dillon James Gale Dixon Melissa Ann Eddy Michele Gaspich Elliott Patricia Simmons Faulknier Linda Greene Finley David S. Fleshman Jacqueline Elaine Gilberto Tammy Lee Gillen Patsy Gilmore Michele Elaine Hale Elizabeth Ann Hamlin David Thomas Hanshaw Robin Denise Harmon James Wendell Harris Jill LeAnn Heck Samuel Clinton Henry Charlotte Anne Hertig Valerie Ann Hoover David Wesley Isner Kevin Wayne Jarrell Mary Marguerite Johnson Danita Darlene Jones Kathryn Renee Kemper Charlotte Byrd Lafon John Glenn Long Lisha Lynn Longwell Susan Kay McCamey Robin Gail McCoy Frederick Lee McKee 
Rachel Eileen McNeely Hazel Marie Messer Kathy Lynn Miller Linda Dale Montgomery Forest Gale Moore Debra Warden Muncy Nancy Stewart Murphy Linda Jarrell Null Kimber-Lou Overby Doris Smith Parsons Rita Webb Pelfrey Walter J. Raines, III Lois Ann Robinette Cynthia Dawn Runyon Carol Ann Scott Constance Bethel Scott Sandra Lynn Show Carolyn Margaret Simms Warren Ivan Smith Linda Susan Sole Robbyn L. Spencer Myra Lynn Taylor Sandra Gardner Thacker Carol Lynn Thompson Rose Anne Shuff Tilley Lynda Susan Traube Debra Ann Turner Ann Forman Vandenbergh Terrie Lee Walker Melissa Ann White 
Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1984 Bachelor of Arts Albert Michael Allie Randall Slade Birdsong Sharon LeAnn Bostic V eella Renee Brooks Joy Dawn Cunningham Shelli Lee Doddridge Joe Patton Duffield Carolyn Marie Eddins Debra Avonell Endicott Anita Evans Griffith Thomas William Griffith Debbie L. Hagley Lana Gail Haney Medra Dean Murphy Harmon Gail Jackson Kristy Ann Kirby Deborah Jane Lawrence Bret Allan Mavis Steven R. McClung Timothy Earl McCoy Laura Morgan Moles Kathy Ann Moore Chris L. Parsons Deborah Lynne Riggs Deborah Sue Herman Robinson Michael Douglas Sauvageot 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Bachelor of Arts Deborah L. Booth Sheila Cline Browning Dorthey Renae Caudill Richard Cyrus Deborah Reed Dalpe Jeanne Ellen Gongola Delma Johnson Herald Teresa Anne Hess Malinda Kay Hilemn David Scott James Matthew L. Johnson Elinor Cyfers Lambert Anne Hampton Morris Tina Gwan Neal James Winston North, Jr. Rebecca Jude Phillips Wanda L. Hutchinson Ramey Rick A. Robinson Kimberly Renai Williamson Laura Lee Wilson Richard Lee Wilson Brenda L. Windisch Jeffery Douglas Wood Mary Christina Zeller Bachelor of Science Stephen Allen Bowles Donella Jo Grubb Jeffery Brent Sias Beverly Tomlinson Sturgeon David Scott Smith Theodosia Carlene Thompson Robert Richardson Tolar, Jr. Diana Clarice Keenan Vanscoy Jeffrey Miles Vanscoy Michael Rudolph Webb Kelly Scott Williamson Bachelor of Science Gregory Ian Jarvie Laura Rueger Patricia Conley Spradlin Rebecca Lucille Taylor Bachelor of Science Michael A. Ward . i 
,Ji 
College of Liberal Arts Candidates presented by Emory W. Carr, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Bachelor of Arts Joseph Eric Acree Sandra Joy Adkins Kimberly Anne Allen Fwzyah A. Al-Suker Lisa Diane Bailey Nancy Susan Bailey Patrick Michael Beaty Tammy Dawn Bibbee Piera Linda Bortolini Robert Matthew Botta Leslie Kristin Bowen Kelly Ann Bragg Dennis Dale Bright Teresa Lynne Brown Christopher Stephen Burnside Rhonda Lea Callopi Mark Stephen Carter Mitchael Cornelius Casto Carla Jo Clark Samuel Perry Cook William Raymond Cornwell Donald Wayne Crites Wadina F. Daniels Susan Lynn Deel Patricia Diane Dinsmore Kelly Elizabeth Dotson William R. Durstein Claire Marie Weiler Earl Henry Uroegbulam Eke Pamela Sue Evans Pamela Renee Ferguson David Charles Filipponi Eric Michael Fossell Teresa Bargeloh Foster Todd Allen Goddard Linda Diane Goldman Sandra Hope Gordon Mark Edward Griffith Brett Lee Grinstead Kimberly Suzanne Hamilton L. Rebecca HannaJudy D. HardmanJeffrey Lynn HeflinDeborah Ann HerfordThomas Nyle HoughtonCatherine Rose Bunker HuffWilliam Hilary Hutchens, IIIOra Lee HutchinsonLeanne Michelle JacobsRandall J. JohnsonDavid Lee JordanStacy Yawn KillenKris Nolan KirbyEdyie Marie KorngiverDave LewisPeggy Jean LondonDerek Wayne MarstellerKelly Ann McCarthyFrances Louise Bailey McComasThomas Russell McGradyLinda Linette MeggettRobert Kent MeskeKim Janese MetzTodd MillsSusan Patice MonkJacqueline Lee MooneyTeresa Elaine MooreEdwin James MorganCynthia I. MorroneKathleen Fontaine MurrayLisa Cummings MyersPhilip Arthur NapierTamara Sue NimmoGregory Okunola OlagbegiRebecca Ann ParksJames Russell Peeler Jill Elizabeth Perry Suzy B. Perry Connie Lynn Ray Roberta May Richards Jessie Lynn Richardson Marsha Lee Riley Susan Joan Rine Robin Renee Robinson Lea Ann Robson Diana Marie Romanosky Beverly Ann Neville Royal Jana Elizabeth Rust Rebecca Lynn Shields Virginia Andrews Shields Sherri Denise Snyder Allison Leigh Stevens Christopher L. Swindell J. Scott ThomasKevin W. ThompsonSteven Michael ThorneDonna Arlene TinglerMichael David TolleyAnna Pearl TrahernRandy Bruce VealeySandra Elizabeth WalkerLinda Runyon WaltersJanis Kay WardTeresa Susan WhiteJohn Wilson WilliamsLeona Doreen WoodPatricia Joyce WoodsTamara Lynn WysongBachelor of Science Donna G. Ball Phillip Edward Collins Charles Finley Cotton, Jr. 
Kelly Dawn Duncan 
Joseph Michael Hart 
Randal Lee Hawkins 
Ruth Ann Jarrell 
Carlos Roger Landers, Jr. 
Brian Patrick Rogan 
Robert Mark Shirley, Jr. 
George Runyon Snider, III 
Lisa A. Snyder 
Ronald William Stiltner, Jr. 
James Evans Terry 
Lynn Kay Gilbert Thomas 
Bachelor of Social Work 
Pamela Claudine Bryan 
Kimberlee Harring Steams 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Bachelor of Arts 
Deborah Kay Adkins 
Timothy Todd Adkins 
Thomas Sebastian Bailey 
Kristina Renee Boster Blount 
Scott Kevin Blount 
John Kenneth Brown 
Warren Frederick Brown 
William Joseph Bunting 
Angela Dawn Clark 
Faye Liles DeHart 
Luciana Dario Dias 
Abdelaati El-Ghazal 
William Pierson Hall, III 
Kevin Patrick Hardin 
Lisa Marie Harvey 
Nancy Jo Howerton 
Eileen Debora lllar 
Susan Marie Jennings 
Franklin Wayne Johnson 
Stephen Michael Kesterson 
Steven Grant Matthews 
Theresa Renee Minton 
Tammy Lynn Miracle 
John S. Myers 
Laurie Jeanne Newlon 
Lloyd Keith Parker 
Sarabeth Plymale 
Patricia Proctor 
Ellen Marie Risch 
Judy Lynn Roycroft 
Cynthia Teal Scaggs 
Julienne Sharps 
Thomas Jay Tankersley 
Donna Louise Young Bachelor of Science 
Aaron Scott Brannen 
Julia Jane Clark 
Sachiko Loy Cunningham 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1984 Bachelor of Arts 
Thomas James Aluise 
Virginia Muriel Conn Ballard 
Theresa Ann Bradley 
JoAnn Brislin 
Mary Lynette Cotton 
Elizabeth Holroyd Dolin 
Kevin Gergely 
Nancy Kay Hathaway 
Gregory Alan Jordan 
Patti Lupton LaMaster 
Kevin David McCown 
Clinton Lee Mullins 
Teresa Luann Parr 
Kathryn Lynn Perry 
Sandra Gail Sullivan 
Brian Glen Tolley 
Ronald Perez Uy 
Susan Elizabeth Degnan 
Richard John Dixon 
Judith Lynette Lockard 
Michael David Martin 
Timothy Robert Pelfrey 
Jacqueline Ambrose Perry 
Michael Gerard Perry Bachelor of Social Work 
Mia Claire Moran Bachelor of Science 
Katherine Elaine Jefferson 
Brian Douglas Miracel 
Andrew Alex Skirpan 
William Scott Wallace 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Bachelor of Arts Karl David Bradley, Jr. Charlton Douglas Brown Sandra Louise Duncan Bachelor of Science Jeffrey Thomas Fowler Maria Annette Reger Brenda Joyce Thomas 
College of Business 
Candidates presented by Robert P. Alexander, Dean 
Candidates fqr Degrees May 11, 1985 Bachelor of Business Administration Garry Prentice Adkins Sallie Ann Alderman Dale Allen Anderson Michael L. Angalet Tamela Ann Armstrong Nicholas Pete Arvon Teresa Atkins Ashworth Victoria Leona Baker Gregory Howell Ball Jeffery Van Ball Barry Richard Barnett Robin Chantelle Barnhouse Tonya Kaye Kittle Barrett David Keith Bateman Letitia Duane Bean Scott Brian Beardmore Mortaza Behpouri Gregory Lawton Bellomy Judith Ann Bliss Nancy Sue Bliss Todd Andrew Boggs Paula Sue Boone Scotty Frelon Bourne Linda Bowers-Thompson Paul Vincent Buckley Steven Scott Burdette Jill Burford Barry Lee Burgess Lucinda Jo Burgess Belinda Nadine Burley Patricia Hunt Burrell Gregory Todd Carden Amy Galien Carlson Theodore Robert Carpenter Anthony Joseph Casanave James Robert Chenoweth Steven Bruch Clarke Cynthia Ann Clegg James Owen Comer Pamela Kay Conaty Sarah Ann Cook Carolyn Mills Corder Donald Orlando Crawford John David Crews· Luana Leighton Cross Daniel Paul Culicerto Mark Alan Cunningham James Anthony Datin James Mathis Davis, ill Laura Beth Deaton Karen Lynn DeBord Beatrix Therese Dekker Lisa Dawn Dingess Timothy B. Donahoe Phillip Gregory Duba James Floyd Duke, Jr. Katrina Leigh Dunfee James Micheal Easley Kevin Ray Eaton Jerry Earl Edmonds, III John Addley Ellis Eric Michael EllisQn John McElroy Ericsson Shawn Elliot Farley James Kelly Farmer James F. Flood Thomas Christopher Foley Douglas Simpson Ford Todd Michael Forney Michael Edward Gillum David Russell Gore Robert Gregory Hanna Boyd Michael Hanson Casey Wilson Harbour Robert Scott Harmon Tina Marie Harness John Morris Harris Donald Raymond Hart, Jr. Gregory Scott Hatfield Thomas R. Hathaway, II Jacqueline Evette Helm Myra Lynne Helmick Forest H. Hendricks, Jr. Todd William Henshaw Charles Dalton Hensley James Dewey Hlusko Douglas Michael Hobbs Robin Delynn Howell Sue Elaine Hubbs Jon Keith Hutcheson A. Scott JacksonCharles Kevin JarrellElizabeth Dale JenningsKatharine Lynn JohnsonRoss Edward JohnsonFranklin Daniel JolliffTandra Ann JonesKaren A. KappJanet Keith.Kim Alan KellerSandra Dee KellerChristopher Taylor KennedyRichard Lee Kern, Jr.James Douglas KingElizabeth Ann KirkBeth Allison KnightKimberly Ann KotchChristopher Myles KrogerMichael Earl LindseySteven Arthur LyonsJeffrey Alan Matlack
Deborah Lynn May Keith Thomas May Craig Stephen McClellan Jeffrey Stephen McCray Raymond Charles McIntire Julie Lyn Mears Selena Jane Mehle Philip Thomas Meyer James Stanley Moore Mary Justine Moran Norman Cassem Mosrie Randall Frank Munsey Claudia Jones Nichols George R. Nisbet, Jr. Lincoln W. Norman Ifeanyi Chiedu Okoye Wilfred Chukwuma Onyeke Dagogo Denton Opusunju William Connelly Orr Rhonda Gay Pace Gregory Collins Perry Verland David Perry Ann Elizabeth Pickering Valerie Jo Piercy James P. Poling Arlene Holbrook Qualls Christine Maria Quinlan Ralph David Raike Cynthia Louise Reed Timothy Dale Riddle Charles Walter Robey Bradley Reed Romine Mark Allen Runyon Gary M. Rusnak Beth Ann Ryder Nancy Jean Rymasz Peter Dean Sarnosky Lisa Ann Schroeder Carol Elaine Sherman Lillie Branham Short Allen Christopher Shoub Diana Lynn Shoup JoAnn Lyn Shoup Gregory Keith Shy Paul Douglas Smith Rachel Fern Smith Larry Keith Staley Timothy Paul Stanley Daniel Warren Stearns Robert Michael Stevenson R. Shawn StewartRodney Lane StidomSteven Gregory StollMichael Keith StuartKevin Christopher SullivanDavid George SzymanskiGary Lee ThackerMartha Ann ThaxtonMarvin Dwayne WalkerBrett Alan WallaceWilliam Scott WalshLeslie Alexander WaltersJohn Stuart WarnockCatherine Solomon WarwickSteven Matthew WasmerRuth Elizabeth WatsonLuther Eugene WebbJerome Thomas WelshStephen Edward WhartonMary Kathleen Barnes WheelerPamela G. WheelerGregory Shawn WhiteLuke Alan WhiteRandy Dale WhiteTimothy Joel WhiteJohn Cabell Whitmore, Jr. Darlene Fay Willett John Gregory Williams Thomas Alfred Williams Roger Eugene Winters Kevin Kelley Wise Charles Phillip York Bachelor of Science Mark A. Beard Amber Kaye Bowling Alan David Burns C. Robert Burns, Jr.Andrew George CareyKeith Charles ColbergC. Scott CravensMark Adam FermanBrent Nelson FulksJoe David HatfieldJohn Alan HonakerJeffrey Glen JacksonWilliam Jackson JordanMary Ray Mabry Thomas Royal MendersSheilja OjhaCheryl T riquina Padgett!raj RahmaniAlison SaunierJames Richard SniderFlorence Ellen SnyderPaula May TolerTerence Anthony WalkerRobert Keith Wood
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Bachelor of Business Administration Wan Anuar Bin Abu Kasim Vernon Darrell Adkins Robert Paul Alexander, Jr. Robert William Ambrose Brent Layne Artrip Terry Lee Atkinson Kevin Scott Barnette Onda Joy Baylous Steven Dale Bennett Robert Michael Bevans Elza Ray Blevins, Jr. Aaron Bryan Brooks Judy Burford Gregory Lee Carney Gary Brent Clay Gregory Caylor Clay Daniel Doss Cleveland Raymond Scott Coffman Willi Ann Crawford Charles Richard Dale Kelli Lynn Davis Bruce Allen Deaton Brian Scott Donat Michael Wayne Dunn 
Augustine Chiekezi Ebomuche Roger Alan Elswick Michael Carl Elza Philip Ray Foster Richard Jay Gimbor Richard Jennings Goff Darrell Ray Hall, II J�ffrey Parks Hall Farrukh Hameed Kelly Gene Harbour Jerry Alan Hawthorne, Jr. Sharon Marie Helfrich Tina Janette Hensley Samuel Charles Heskett Carla Jo Jarvis Jay Arthur Johnson Terry Johnson Frederick James Joseph, Jr. Jeffrey Dale Joseph James Ethan Karnes Perry John Keller John Patrick Kinder Mark William Kunstman Jeffrey Lee Lanman Maureen Elizabeth Law Karen Elaine Lines Eddie Neil Long Suzanne Holdina Marcinkowsky Judy Rena Marshall Gregory Lee Martin Jeffrey Douglas McClung Jane Elizabeth McDonald Pamela Ann Meade William Edward Meador, II Brett Lee Merritt Keith Emerson Miller Allison Hager Monroe David Edwin Muth Sandra Sue Nance Daniel Joseph Norman Deanna Lynn Oakes Jerry Lynn Ocheltree Timothy James Oliver Daniel Ross Patterson Darrell Eugene Phillips Deanea Marie Phillips Philip David Polen Rodney Eugene Pryor DiAnn Ruth Reese William Thomas Reid Cathy Jane Rhodes Samuel David Rice Greg John Riley Kelly Alice Rooney Ronald William Rorrer Marc Eugene Rutherford Paul Kevin Saunders Gregory Roman Shaffer Patrick Joseph Sheehan Wanda Kay Horn Slone 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1984 Bachelor of Business Administration Timothy Dale Beckett Sharon Gay Bias John Brian Bibbee Jean Ann Burdette Kenneth Otis Burdette, Jr. Gerald Raymond Carpenter, II James Raymond Crews Gregory Alan Eads Donald Stephen Ewanus Ralph James Goolsby, II James Craig Hale Michelle Lynn Herrick Tina Marie Jackson Jamie Rose Fulks Kern William Green Lilly, III James Scott Lipford Robin Lynne Minter Patsy Jean Mundy William Vernon Niles Geoffrey Marc Polen Samuel Joe Pratt, Jr. John Dominick Romeo Todd Stanton Sager James Joseph Schwartz Neil Edward Skidmore Bryan Flynn Stepp Scott R. Stevens Kevin Paul Stoner David Ambrose Stump George Scott Sturgeon William Brent Sturm Kathleen Rene Suiter Charles Gregory Thomas Robert Raymond Vinsko James Edward Ware Karen Scott Webb Samuel Peter West Margaret Ann White Serge Roland Wing Bachelor of Science Paul Robert Bruce Elizabeth Yeager Jeffers Donald Ralph Little Jeffrey Thomas Montgomery Brent Joseph Swartz Wan Lokman Bin Wan Abas Betsy Ann Walker Cathy Sue Wallor Wan Mustapha Bin Wan Abas Jane Elizabeth Williams Keith Edward Williams Craig Allan Wise Bachelor of Science Mark Allen Smith 1· 1., I 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Bachelor of Business Administration Nkem Anikpe Akaosa Todd Lawrence Barrett Yolanda Rena Cash Nancy Ann Clatworthy Lila Jane Deaton Dante Joseph DeGarmo Winford Scott Hutchison Patricia Lewis Jones Deirdre Delores Long Stephen Matthew McKenzie George Edward Mesaros Kathy Renee Midkiff Tracy Beth Mohr William Eugene Neptune, Jr. George Elmer Parrish Eva Lynne Perdue Thomas Alvin Ratkovich Stacy R. Sagar Keith Malcolm Woodrum Susan Gale Yarbrough Bachelor of Science Whitney Everett Hess Jeffrey Brian Horner Diana Lynn Miller 
College of Science 
Candidates presented by E. S. Hanrahan, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Bachelor of Science Clark David Adkins Johnny S. Adkins Trudi Louise Bash Thomas Alan Cade Cynthia Lee Callison George Lee Carico Donna Mae Chaney Joyce Marie Collins James Christopher Dean Mark Andrew DeMoss Michael Gene Douglas Stephen Bryson Freeman Eric Roy George Jon David Gwinn Bradley Mark Hansen Steven Harrah Robert T. Harris Lisa Lynn Hershfield Kathy Sue Howard Kathryn Ann Hughes Joan Leslee Johnson Ramona June Klein Cheryl Ann Koch Jonathan Paul Lilly Mary Ann Manakkil Najah Mashhadi Margaret Alice Durham McKenney Gene Allan McLeod Howard Brent Myers Connie Jane O'Dell David Allen O'Neal Catharine Mae Park Bachelor of Science in Chemistry Belinda Jean Akley Earl Wayne Foley, Jr. Myron Anthony Gebhardt John W. Kingsbury, Ill Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Connie Jean Anderson Donna Michelle Booth Debra Mollett Crawford Mark Robert Futhey Sandi Leigh Gainer Mildred Regina Hayes Bachelor of Science in Cytotechnology Crystal Kay Brammer Cathy Lynn Fields Nicholas John Passero Cynthia Lou Poff Allen Mark Potter Jacqueline Lynn Reynolds Barbara Ann Rhodes Denise Morgan Schrimsher Sirajuddin Gregory Allen Smith Debra Jane Stultz Warren Steven T oogood Felicity M. Warren Sandra Nell White Timothy J. Wilson Bradford Wind Daniela Marie Moore Woodyard Deanna Lynn Kennedy Jennifer Williams McCallister 
Associate in Applied Science Jane Ann Coll Joyce Elaine Cook Susan Diane Gross Kathy Jo Page Robin Diane Richmond Myra Dawn Williams 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Bachelor of Science Randy Lee Bell Daniel Lincoln Blake Mark Lee Douglas Marshall Alan Griffith Karen Marie Heintzelman Jarvis Shadrouz Kianouri Randall Preston Lett Bachelor of Arts Ira Eugene Greene Myra Jeanne Lewis Sandra T. Maia Robin Jane Meintel Pedro M. Montero, III Robert Eugene Moore Michael Albert Renaud Dwight Woodward Robinson 
Degrees Granted August 17, 1984 Bachelor of Science Connie Kulchuk Adkins Aylin Atakkaan Michael G. Atwell Bachelor of Arts George David Callender Dwaine Randall Casteel Vicki Lee Harris Laura Leigh Leveridge Bachelor of Science in Medical Technology Mike Min*Shern Liu 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Bachelor of Science Karla McCloud Jack Walter Whitley David Clarke Romine Nancy Ann Simmons Friday Geene Simpson Mark Alan Sommerville Mark Anthony Taylor Michael Elmer Vega Timothy Wade Pence Tina Turner Colbert L. Wang 
College of Fine Arts 
Candidates presented by Paul A. Balshaw, Dean Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Bachelor of Fine Arts George Franklin Bills Cindy Louise Brown Yvea A. Duncan Kendra Lanette Egnor Kenneth Hobart Foster Teresa Ann Small Rebecca Ann Weaks Charles Eugene Woelfel Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Bachelor of Fine Arts Charles Edward Fry Edward Eugene Pauley Valerie Gayle White Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1984 Bachelor of Fine Arts Elizabeth Ann Boyea Jane Hower Frassinelli Craig Allen Johnson Degree Granted July 13, 1984 Bachelor of Fine Arts Janet Ripper Chambers 
School of Nursing 
Candidates presented by Phyllis F. Higley, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Veronica Hall Blanton Kimberly Anne Bowery Loleta Spears Burns Margaret Marie Butler Carol Ann Call Jolinda Rene Dillow Melanie J. Estler Sheryl Ann Gongola Debra Sue Hall Christopher Wyatt Johnson Patricia Ann Browning Liming Beth Anne Liptak Anna Rene Marshall Dona Richmond McBride Garnet Francis McCaleb Teresa Elaine Mohr McDonie Associate in Science in Nursing Patricia Elaine Clay Abbess Kimberly Denise Ball Tammy Lynn Bannister Leigh Ann Blake Samantha Lee Blankenship Stacey Ann Blythe Lisa Louise Boone Toni Dixon Bowen Jacqueline Ruth Casserly Lillian R. Burcham Chaffin Deborah Denise Chapman Margie Lynn Collins Susan Lea Hafer Collinsworth Lydia Jean Conley Naomi Cox Angela Dawn Craft Corby Lynn Thompson D'Amico Jennifer Dawn Davis Deanna Wanda Dotson Diane Louise Gill Gena Marie Gillum Kathryn Anne McCormick Gilmore Linda Grace Crowder Grim Betty Lamora Hallf:y John Fred Harmon, II Erich Theodore Heger Elizabeth Cheryl Blevins Highley Lisa Carol Hoppe Amy Beth Horn Angela Marie Johnson Nannette Gay Johnson Kathy Denise Kilgore Susan Carol King Marilyn June Manning Shela Calloway Miller Patricia Joyce Mrgich Mary Ellen Mundell Vic�i Lynn Fortner Napier Cheryl Mae Newsom Donna Mae Pack Myra Lenora Pack Valerie Jane Parsons Kimberly Jean Ragsdale Aimee Sue Ransbottom Ronald Eugene Moore Mary Lou Higginbotham Nichols Lesa Dawn Null Debra Lynn Phipps Linda Kay Shipley Lisa Ann Weir Robin Gay Yearout Rebecca J. Rice Linda Jane Richards Tamela Raye Rogers Donna Kay Rohrbach Loretta Jackson Sanders Tamara L. Sawyers Sheri Dawn Schmeisser Carol A. Schoener Edwinna Kaiser Shaffer Monica Dawn Short Carla Jo Burner Sifford Sandra Cade Smith Pamela Louise Stadler Lora Jane Stevens Betty L, Stewart Patricia Ann Stutler Darcy Ann Theriault Tracey Ann Traxler Cindy Lynn Valentine Judith Ann Freeman Wilson Susanna Wise 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Associate in Science in Nursing Lisa Campbell Arvon Gretchen Ann Gorrell Pamela Jeneen Krosky Mary Lou Curtis Morgan Catherine Marie Schwartz Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1984 Bachelor of Science in Nursing Susan Sherman Associate in Science in Nursing Linda Karen Falstad Thomas L. Stricklen Leisa Louise Schilling Taylor 
_,1 .. J 
Regents Bachelor of Arts Degree Candidates presented by Alan B. Gould, Vice President for Academic Affairs 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Amy Lynn Trainor Beckett Randy Lou Berry Robert James Boggess Ralph Burks Bunch, Jr. Rose Lee Pridemore Campbell Timothy Michael Combs Stephen Lee Cremeans Sue Carol Cutright Carlotta Ray Evans Betty Jo Hutchison French Charles Westley Grounds Susan Sheppe Hale French Harmon, Jr. Karen Eileen Haynes Carlos Dean Hodges James Calvin Humphrey, Jr. William John Paul Koerner Jeffrey Allen Loudermilk Evelyn Suay Miro Michele Scott Mixon John Russell Mullens Pamela Gail Spalding Newlon L. Cherie Oliveto PalmPrentiss O'Neil Potter Patricia Ann Sullivan Reed Philip Ray Richmond Brandt Leonard Ross Karen Scapple-Williams Ronald Allen Smith Nancy Jo Spadaro Daniel Eugene Stallo Jeffrey A. Ward Janet Marcella Warren Malcolm Russell Wimbish Joseph George Woelfel 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Regents Bachelor of Arts John G. Ball Jerome Martin Blatt William Alan Bowman James Edward Coulter James Michael de la Piedra Carl Edwin Gainer, Jr. Tom Nichol Hunter David Kerry Johnson Sarah Ellen Layne Larry Franklin Lewis Julienne Shinn McNeer Marshall Warren Muros Tammy Freeman Owens Pauline Starr Ross Flem Dennis Rowe Billy D. Roy Ralph Gr�y Sager, Jr. E. Steve SandorDavid Keith SullivanDouglas Byrns SuttonJanice Roush ThompsonJohn Homer WardTerry Martin Webb
Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1984 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Eva Priscilla Ford 
Paulette Kamp Goheen 
LizaBeth Lee Wolfe 
Masoud Modarressi-Y azdi 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Regents Bachelor of Arts 
Reginald Keith Adkins 
Cynthia Pacini Grimmelmann 
William Hansford McCourt 
Benjamin Franklin Rush, Jr. 
Community College Candidates presented by F. David Wilkin, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Associate in Applied Science Patricia Leigh Agee Lisa Maria Allen Scottie Lee Williams Allin Diane Sharon Atkinson Jennifer Alice Bailey Donna Jean Barokat Lori Michele Benham Megan Elizabeth Berry Sherri Ann Berry Sarah Ann King Bloss Curtis Eugene Broyles Randall Lee Burke Susanne Callaway Linda Ann Carter Betty Jane Clark Brenda Faye Clark Vickie Lynn DiPiero Cly Thomas William Coglianese James David Conley Lori Irene Conn Cathy Marie Kinser Cook Teresa Lynn Cousins Penny Lynn Cremeans Ernie Franklin Damron Pamela Sue Day Bethsaida T. Dickens Shawn Ray Dixon Michael Alton Dodge Kenneth Alan Egan Natalie Jean Floyd William Glenn Fogus Rebecca A. Frazier Kathy Ann Fulks Lisa Dawn Gilliam Charles Eugene Gray Gregory Dale Hinerman Sheila Parthenia Hutchison Donna Carol Hall Jarrell Angela Marie Floyd Jenkins Ronda Jean Jenkins Kay Ellen Gisler Jennings R. Claude JohnstonSharon Lynn JusticeRhonda Kay LawsonSandra Dawn Legg Cindy Jane LinvilleElizabeth D. Roland McAlisterPamela Jo McColganJames Joseph McCormill, Jr.Mark Daniel MillsMelissa Jane MintonMelanie Beth MossmanJill Ann MyersVereni.a Christine NapierMary Kathleen O'MalleyMassie Louise PageCarrie Lynne PattersonHarry Alan PetersonMarcella Alderman PletkaConnie M. Phillips Eva Gail Ritchie Robin Paige Rogers Lori Ann Sayre Sally Ann Shaver Joy Cochran Smith Kathy Marie Smith Laura Anne Smith Linda Sue Starr Lisa L. Sullivan Stacy Ann Summers Carrie Darlene Sutphin Carolyn Joyce Swanson Sherry Lynn Thomas Kevin Brent Varney Arlene Gail Ward Phillip Wayne Weikle Joan Marie Welsh Heather Renee Whitman Tracie Lynn Wilkerson Bruce C. Winkler Wendy Anne Withrow Bret Anderson Woodall Associate in Arts Mary Louise Damron 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Associate in Applied Science Beverly Dawn Blackwell Rebecca Weed Blevins Judy Jackson Cavins Ronald Elmer Cavins Sherry Marie Connor Helen Louise Crews Regina Gail Ferrell Paul Edward Fitzwater Lucinda Lee Fluharty Wendy Jo Forney Teresa Ann Frazier Lena Kellie Freeman Linda Jane Frey Kathy Jane Garrison Michele Marie Lambertus Hagley Gregory Keith Hesson Martha Rose Hickman Sara Beth Jarrell Katharine Jeanette Jenkins Angela Jo Jordan Gary Gene Lovejoy, II Yutanna Jean Martin Joy Maureen Matthews Sandra K. McComas Cynthia Ayn McPheeters Annette Cecilia Midkiff Allan Ford Miller Mark David Miller Victoria E. Carter Mohr Kecia Moten Anna Leigh Nicol Dana Robin O'Brien Katherine Louise Osborne Stephen Edward Pinkerton 
Degree Granted August 17, 1984 Associate in Applied Science Kimberly Sue Murphy 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Associate in Applied Science Catherine Donahue Rebecca Ann Frazier Delores Smith Kuhl Associate in Arts Anita Cashion Doss Gretchen Ann Mitchell Jessie Lynn Richardson Larry Thomas Sarver Melissa Lynn Porter Gordon Keith Pyles Laura Lynn Rogers Nancy Friend Stapleton William Anthony Steffick, II Samuel Kennon Taylor Bertha Jean Triplett Karen Ann Tucker Cheryl Lea Uhl Karen Ann VanCleve Esther Jean Wallace Bernard L. Ward Kelly Ann Wiley Patrick Joseph Woodard Jack Edward Smith Steven Craig Varney 
Graduate School 
Candidates presented by Robert F. Maddox, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 Master of Arts Margaret Anne Halat Adkins Marshall University Home Economics Linda Jean Arnold Florida State University Home Economics Charles Gene Bailey Marshall University Speech Romain P. Ball Marshall University Elementary Education Sandra McLeod Bane University of Louisville Music Oriana Rodriguez Bertram University of Chile Counseling Pamela Spurlock Boggess Fairmont State College Art Nancy Jane Brown Marshall University Elementary Education Michael David Clay Marshall University Counseling Joan Cobanli West Virginia University Special Education Leah Carol Clark Colvin Marshall University Educational Administration Kathy Lynn Cox Fairmont State College Reading Education Deanna Ruth Crowe Morehead State University Elementary Education Timothy James Cunningham Glenville State College Special Education Jennifer Curry West Virginia Wesleyan College Home Economics Dante DiT ullo University of Pittsburgh Speech Lori Ellen Henry Doeffinger Marshall University Reading Education Karen Semanco Eshbaugh Marshall University Early Childhood Education Joy-ce Elaine Collins Faulkner Marshall University Q>unseling Joyce Conley Ferguson Marshall University Secondary Education Constance Betty Louise Gearhart Marshall University Special Education Karen Michele Gebhardt Marshall University Home Economics James Jay Guy Marshall University Special Education Penelope Hare Cedarville College Reading Education Cheryl Renee Harris Marshall University Counseling Janice Cooper Hartstein Ohio State University Speech Pathology and Audiology Ann Talley Harvey Marshall University Special Education Deborah L. Hogshead University of Charleston Counseling Debra DeLane Grimmette Honaker Marshall University Educational Administration Cheryl Lynn Howerton Marshall University Art 
Lesley Jean Hughes Marshall University Counseling Daniel Edwin Huston Marshall University Mathematics Dorian Denise Ingram Longwood College Psychology John S. Johnson Marshall University Geography Patricia J. Jordan Marshall University Counseling Theresa S. Kimler Marshall University Educational Administration Allen Quarles Ladd, Jr. Marshall University Political Science Diane Lamont Kean College Counseling Marie Dawn Lucas Marshall University Secondary Education Karen Karr Martin Marshall University Special Education Ellen J. Burns Mathison Marshall University Speech Diana Lynn Maynard Marshall University Elementary Education Pamela J. Mitchem Marshall University Elementary Education Mark Tobin Moore University of Charleston Art Victoria Massey Neighborgall Marshall University Counseling James Harold Nutter Tennessee Temple University English Deborah Jean Parker Marshall University Educational Supervision Patricia Ann Pauley Marshall University Psychology John Harvey Poe Marshall University Elementary Education Cheryl Rene Durst Poling Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Ruth Ellen Mullins Quinn West Virginia University Special Education Harry A. Raczok Marshall University Educational Administration Mark Steven Rapp Marshall University Special Education Cathy Dianne Richmond Marshall University Biological Sciences Sheila Renee Riddle Marshall University Communication Arts Judith Ellen Sanders Rio Grande College Counseling Michael Lynn Sheets Marshall University Special Education Melissa J. Simmons Marshall University Speech Sulaimon Olalekan Soetan Marshall University Sociology Dorothy Louise Merrifield Spangler Marshall University Educational Supervision Jayme Daniel Spence University of Steubenville Biological Sciences Jane Marie Stephens Marshall University Special Education Yvonne Pack Stroud Marshall University Secondary Education Judy Louise May Taylor Marshall University Music Saundra Gail Taylor Marshall University Counseling Harold Dean Tolbert, Jr. West Virginia University Music Robin Gail Ramey Toney Marshall University Reading Education Oran Edward Warder Marshall University Social Studies Connie S. Warner West Virginia State College Reading Education Charles Tracy Waugh West Virginia University Counseling Lawana Joy Wells Marshall University Counseling Kimberly Dawn Wood Marshall University Reading Education 
Rhonda Kay Yglesias Marshall University Counseling Master of Science Everett Lee Adkins West Virginia State College Safety Abdullateff Alfares Marshall University Criminal Justice Beatrice Jarrells Ayers Concord College Safety James Edward Beha West Virginia State College Safety John T. Blake Marshall University Safety Kathleen Ann Bonnett Ohio State University Adult Education Oley Joseph Burgess, Jr. Marshall University Safety Betty Miller Cline Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Lorrayne Elizabeth Hartman Corley Concord College Vocational Technical Education Sheila Curry Shepherd College Health and Physical Education Mona Day Dues West Virginia State College Criminal Justice Jessie Wayne Elswick Marshall University Safety Bruce Evan Gabriel Rio Grande College Safety Timothy Patrick Gallagher University of Charleston Health and Physical Education John Howard Gibson University of Exeter Health and Physical Education Betty Grisafi West Virginia University Physical Science James Mannon Hackworth University of Kentucky Safety John Rader Hendley Vanderbilt University Safety Ronald Hansen Hughes Marshall University Safety Jada C. Hunter West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Dwight Dean Hutchinson Concord College Adult Education Barbara Marie Karastury West Virginia State College Safety Gary Lee Karastury University of Pittsburgh Safety Roger Allen Keaton West Virginia State College Safety Wanda Jo Bellelo Kirchner Nicholls State College Vocational Technical Education Sharon LeRoy Lansdale West Virginia University Adult Education N. Arthur LillyMarshall UniversityHealth and Physical EducationBarbara Lynne McConnell Marshall University Health and Physical Education Betty Lynne McNiel Miami University Vocational Technical Education Charles Kevin Muth Marshall University Physical Science Ben Chidi Nwigwe Marshall University Safety Daniel Milton Perkins East Tennessee State University Safety Thomas Loral Romine Marshall University Criminal Justice Denise A. Schmidt Salem College Physical Science Karen Annette Serge Concord College Safety Curtis R. Shortridge Clinch Valley College Safety Earl Henry Smith, Jr. West Virginia State College Safety Joseph Harold Swim Bluefield State College Safety Brian Toy State University of New York Buffalo Health and Physical Education 
John W. Wollenzien Marshall University Safety Richard Edwin Wood Western Kentucky University Safety Master of Business Administration Karin Kay Angelo Marshall University Business and Commerce David L. Bruce Ohio University Business and Commerce John Lee Dial Marshall University Business and Commerce Ray W. Faulkner University of California Business and Commerce John William Harrison, Jr. Centre College of Kentucky Business and Commerce Zainal Abiddin Bin Hassan Ashari Ohio University , Business and Commerce Norman Wade Hinkle Marshall University Business and Commerce Mark Justmann Jeffers Marshall University Business and Commerce Lora Anne Johnson Pennsylvania State University Business and Commerce James C. Kinman University of Cincinnati Business and Commerce Moiz Ahmedally Merchant University of Iowa Business and Commerce Della McGraw Perry West Virginia State College Business and Commerce Wetzel Paul Perry· Marshall University Business and Commerce Judy Arlene Salaz Marshall University Business and Commerce Steven H. Schumacher Marshall University Business and Commerce Amit Shah University of Calcutta Business and Commerce Bobby Singh University of Delhi Business and Commerce Bernica Cooper Tackett West Virginia Institute of Technology Business and Commerce Brenda Gail Henderson Waugh Marshall University Business and Commerce Cynthia Lynn Wilkerson Marshall University Business and Commerce William R. Wright West Virginia University Business and Commerce Master of Arts in Journalism Juanita Dailey Rio Grande College Journalism Mitchell C. Goodman Marshall University Journalism David Michael Nicholas Marshall University Journalism Robin Ratliff Concord College Journalism Diane Nelson Walker Marietta College Journalism 
Degrees Granted December 15, 1984 Master of Arts Carolyn Reynolds Black Marshall University Elementary Education Heather Frederita Russell Blatt Marshall University Home Economics Rebecca Susan Bond Salem College Counseling Sabrina Ann Brant Concord College Communication Arts Jack Jennings Chambers, Jr. Marshall University Music Karmyn Minnite Conley Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Lisa June Bowman Ohio State University Communication Arts Robert Lee Dozier Cincinnati Bible College Psychology A valain Jeanette Drainer West Virginia University Special Education Amy Hope Roush Durst Marshall University Elementary Education Beth Adair Durodoye Marshall University Counseling Harrison Gapter West Virginia State College Special Education David Edward Gesner Concord College Music Afshin Ghoreishi Oregon State University Mathematics Shelley Elizabeth Hage Marshall University Art Treva Jane Handley Marshall University Home Economics Jackie Whitehouse Harmon Eastern Kentucky University Secondary Education Carol Louise Heck Marshall University Home Economics Gordon Russell Hefner Marshall University Political Science Pamela Walburn Hill Marshall University Special Education Karen Kinder Hoover Marshall University Reading Education Martha Ann Hopkins West Virginia University Elementary Education Mark Allen Hunt University of Charleston Political Science Deborah Hickman James Concord College English Donna Jordan Kiser West Virginia State College Secondary Education Greg B. Kuhn Ohio University Mathematics J. Michael LewisBarrington CollegeHistoryCheukwah Lo Marshall University Art Alleta Potter Machmer West Virginia University Secondary Education Paula Katherine McCoy Shepherd College Psychology Rodney Lameul McMillan Marshall University Sociology Deborah Leslie Craycraft Meredith West Virginia University Special Education Gregory Edward Michael Marshall University Special Education Kathy J. Morrison Marshall University Psychology Karen Ater Musser Rio Grande College Elementary Education Devona Sue Myers West Virginia Institute of Technology Secondary Education 
--Cheryl Leggett Parsons West Virginia University Library Science Drema Skaggs Redd Marshall University English John Merl Richmond West Liberty State College Art Penny L. Short Marshall University Psychology Patricia Ann Stanek Marshall University Counseling Dorothy Lee Stowers Marshall University Mathematics Amy Anne Sexton Tomblin Marshall University Home Economics Valerie Vaughan Wall Marshall University Home Economics Michael David Zegeer Marshall University Sociology Master of Science Ahmed Ahmed Al-Abdulwahab University of Iran Vocational Technical Education Debra Kay Wheeler Barnett Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Denver Ross Barnett, Jr. Xavier University Vocational Technical Education Marsha McDowell Blain Marshall University Adult Education Arlene Patricia Conner Marshall University Criminal Justice Peter Ramsay Corbett Kings College Health and Physical Education Janet Minard Coulter West Virginia University Adult Education Lola Mills Cress Kentucky Christian College Adult Education Larry Wayne Davis Bluefield State College Safety Munavre Feroze Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Charles Byrley Gilbert, Jr. Concord College Biological Sciences Leatrice C. Gallien Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Gregory Lee Glass West Virginia University Biological Sciences Sibyl Harper Harouff West Virginia University Adult Education Bonita Elizabeth Dunn Hunley West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Hallie Suzanne Davidson Hurst West Virginia Wesleyan College Vocational Technical Education Larry Lee Bertie Bruce Wayne Knell West Virginia Institute of Technology West Virginia State College Safety Health and Physical Education Kathleen Reedy Kowalski Marshall University Health and Physical Education Scott Kennedy Lovett University of Connecticut Health and Physical Education Elizabeth Shieler McGrady West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education Loren McGrady West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education Chris Allen McGuffin Marshall University Safety Sharon J. McQuain Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Albert I. Moore Marshall University Safety Patrick C. O'Donoghue James Madison University Health and Physical Education Kenneth Roy Owens West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Susan Darlene Perrine Glenville State College Vocational Technical Education Gerald Frank Ramsey Lincoln Memorial University Safety Jerry Giles Richardson Marshall University Safety Allen Jay Sine Shepherd College Vocational Technical Education 
-Master of Business Administration Charles David Bias Marshall University Business and Commerce William Glenn Billups Marshall University Business and Commerce Melba Sellards Bjornson Marshall University Business and Commerce Roger Dean Carter Ohio State University Business and Commerce Donald Alan Leckrone Miami University Business and Commerce Adil Rashid Miami University Business and Commerce John Thomas Scherer, II Marshall University Business and Commerce Lowery Edward Shrewsberry Marshall University Business and Commerce 
Degrees Granted August 1 7, 1984 Master of Arts Gretchen Wilson Baarman Kimberly Anne Burris Marshall University Marshall University Early Childhood Education Early Childhood Education Janie Coffman Bailey Mitchel Chapman West Virginia State College Pikeville College Library Science Education Elementary Education Stephen L. Bartram Carolyn Hinkle Clark Marshall University West Virginia University Communication Arts Biological Sciences Margaret Hargis Bell Bertie Lee Cline, Jr. Marshall University Concord College Elementary Education Educational Administration Craig Allen Bias William Mitchell Combs Marshall University Morehead State University Elementary Education Educational Administration Anna Brumfield Blair Elizabeth Ann Hoff Comer Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Home Economics Master of Arts in Journalism Michael Sheppard Fanning Marshall University Journalism Leskie J. Pinson Marshall University Journalism Master of Education Mark Reycroft Moran West Virginia University Education Billy Joe Cooksey Marshall University Geography Donna Dale Cre�sy Fairmont State College Counseling Debra Susan Lucas Dalton Marshall University Elementary Education Donna Lynn Davis-Crabtree Marshall University Elementary Education Sally Damron Dawson Marshall University Secondary Education Harold Mack Dolan, Jr. Marshall University Educational Administration 
Denise Jean Boster Eagan Joseph Clarence Lawson Donna Love Musa Marshall University California State College Marshall University Home Economics Special Education Special Education Gary W. Gaither Yuan-Pyng Lee William Thomas Owens, Jr. Shepherd College T amkang University Marshall University Distributive Education Sociology Elementary Education Randall James Gilman Wanda Jacobson Letendre Linda Gay Pennington Marshall University Marshall University Concord College Secondary Education Special Education Psychology Freddie Wayne Green Sheilah Jane Lowe Patricia Ann Cline Perry Tennessee Temple College Glenville State College Marshall University Elementary Education Counseling Educational Administration Joseph Keith Hatfield Rita Mann Donna Kay Preston Pikeville College Marshall University Marshall University Educational Administration Counseling Counseling Linda Massie Hay Sharon York May Linda Ann Ray ,. Ii Marshall University Wheaton College Marshall University Geography Elementary Education Elementary Education Jackie Hayes Marsha Lanham McDaniel Martha Lynn Reed Marshall University Olivet Nazarene College Glenville State College Special Education English Music Marsha Jane McKinney Tamara Lynn Fowler Hovis Marshall University Robert Edward Reed Marshall University Elementary Education Glenville State College Reading Education Educational Administration Ronnie Dale Meadows Anita Crum Hughes University of Florida Phyllis Marie Riffe Marshall University Educational Supervision Marshall University Home Economics Elementary Education Betty Belville Mitchell Kenneth Dale Hurst Marshall University Jill E. Robertson Marshall University Business Education Marshall University 
0 Elementary Education Psychology Kenneth Ray Mobley Joseph Larry Johnson University of Charleston Victoria Ann Salmons Glenville State College Psychology University of Charleston Secondary Education Business Education Sidni McCluer Monroe Sharon Kay Jones State University of New York Karen Elaine Seymour East Texas State University Buffalo Marshall University Educational Administration Special Education Speech Pathology and Audiology William Melvin Kurtz Darrell Glenn Mullins Martha Karen Spence University of California University of Maryland Marshall University Counseling Speech Elementary Education David Eugene Lawhon Lawrence R. Murphy Gary Melvin Strickland Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Social Studies Mathematics Educational Administration 
•,._ •r·· 
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David Tyler Susman University of Virginia Psychology Christina Hope Sutherland Marshall University Counseling Elizabeth Kay Taylor Marshall University Secondary Education Judith Marilyn Halstead Thompson University of Charleston Business Education Marjorie Hopper Williams Ohio State University Special Education Mark Steven Wright University of Virginia Psychology 
Master of Science Llnda Ammonette Radford College Vocational Technical Education David Harold Bailey West Virginia Institute of Technology Health and Physical Education Debra Ann Ball Concord College Vocational Technical Education Sybil Runion Clark Concord College Health and Physical Education April Diane Hughes Creasman Marshall University Adult Education Ronald Douglas Fink West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education Daniel Edmund Hall Douglas Harold Smith West Virginia Institute of Technology Marshall University Safety Safety Randy Lynn Herron Glenville State College Safety Theodore John Stetz California State College Biological Sciences Steven Russell Huffman Elden Ray Still West Virginia Institute of Technology Concord College Health and Physical Education Health and Physical Education Marilyn Jenks Kidd Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Mary Sue Kitchen Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Allen Quarles Ladd, Jr. Marshall University Geography Russell B. Lewis Marshall University Geography Herng-Hsiang Lo Tamkang University Chemistry Ronald Rocky Marino West Virginia Institute of Technology Vocational Technical Education David Reynolds Miller West Virginia State College Vocational Technical Education Frank Newman Wilmington College Safety Donald Ray O'Pell Eastern Kentucky University Criminal Justice Barbara Elaine Roush Wheeling College Criminal Justice Jill Elaine Ruziska West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Dalen Beryl Whitt Concord College Vocational Technical Education Clifford Ray Wilmoth Fairmont State College Vocational Technical Education Nora Susan Wilson Glenville State College Adult Education Jarrett Malcolm Wood, Jr. Marshall University Safety Dwayne Barry Woods West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Master of Business Administration Godwin C. Ariguzo Marshall University Business and CommerceRandall Mark Folkmann LeTourneau College Business and CommerceDonald Hoag University of Pittsburgh Business and Commerce Charles J. Lucas West Virginia University Business and Commerce ' ' 
Frank Thomas Simpson United States Naval Academy Business and Commerce Ricky Jay Weible Marshall University Business and Commerce Master of Education Karen Sue Hopper Ohio University Education 
Degrees Granted July 13, 1984 Master of Arts Carla Vaughan Adkins Marilyn Geist Cornelius Marshall University Marshall University Secondary Education Reading Education Mary Alice Adkins Louise Messer Crum Marymount College Marshall University Business Education Elementary Education Theresa Gail Barr Vicki Day Dillon Marshall University Ohio University Educational Supervision Reading Education Shirley Likens Birchfield Debra Beter Egnor Marshall University Marshall University Special Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Susan Merle Boyer Lura June McElwee Fauber Eastern Kentucky University Marshall University Elementary Education Speech Pathology and Audiology Cheryl A. Bruni Sheila Fields Edinboro State College Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Home Economics Susan Sartoris Canterbury Brenda Robertson Fuller West Virginia University Averett College Reading Education Special Education Candace Duncan Chaboudy Michael Bryan Graham Ohio University Marshall University Elementary Education Political ScienceSam Cochenour, Jr. Joseph Martin Hickman, II Marshall University Glenville State College Secondary Education Biological Sciences Vernenna Donell Hodges Marshall University Speech Pathology and Audiology Betty Jo Jameson Slippery Rock State College Elementary Education Faye Harper Lesher Marshall University Home Economics Dixie Vance Long Marshall University Elementary Education Martha Cazin Lowe Marshall University Elementary Education Kathryn Elaine McClung Luikart West Virginia Institute of Technology Elementary Education Carolyn Crawford Massey Michigan State University Special Education Rebecca Larrigan Meadows Morehead State University Library Science Educatiqn Teresa Lynn Orr Miller Marshall University Elementary Education 
Charmaine Marcum Mullins Susan Carol Sunday Cynthia Parsons Boyles Marshall University Concord College Marshall University Elementary Education Library Science Education Vocational Technical Education Arlene May Weiss Nida Donna Gay Reed Sword Helen Bevis Caraway Arizona State University Pikeville College Our Lady of the Lake Spedal Education Elementary Education Safety Edwin Obiechina Obiora Sharon Ann Bowman Thompson Shelia Ann Chapman Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Sociology Elementary Education Criminal Justice Ron A. Oliver Angela Fields Vance Danny Cummings Marshall University Marshall University West Virginia University Educational Administration Business Education Vocational Technical Education Linda Marcum Parsons Peggy Vance Rose Ellen Mullins Duba Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Secondary Education Elementary Education Vocational Technical Education MaryKay Ford Pennington Geraldine Frances Wade Kim Renee Estep Ohio University Marshall University West Virginia State College Elementary Education Elementary Education Safety Karen Lucas Porter Tammy Lee Wall Lisa Boyce Goldsmith Marshall University Marshall University Fairmont State College Early Childhood Education Speech Vocational Technical Education Sheila Slone Reed Kathy Templeton Wallace Kathryn Lynn Hackney Marshall University Marshall University University of Charleston Elementary Education Elementary Education Health and Physical Education Gail Porter Sammons Pamela Fleck Willison Elmo Allan Hatcher, III Marshall University Marshall University Marshall University Reading Education Elementary Education Vocational Technical Education Lydia Mendez Seplocha Jeffery Allan Haught Marshall University 
Master of Science 
Concord College Special Education Health and Physical Education David Ernest Simmerman Drexel Adkins Paula Elaine Hepler Heinke Marshall University Concord College Davis and Elkins College Educational Administration Health and Physical Education Vocational Technical Education Major Williams Simms, Jr. Phillip Adkins Michael Eugene Jones Marshall University Marshall University Frostburg State College Special Education Safety Safety Irene Messer Smith Charles Addison Beverly Denise Hurn Justice Marshall University West Virginia State College Rio Grande College Elementary Education Safety Physical Science Raymond Albert Smith David Bourgeois Diana Lynne Cox Knight Marshall University West Virginia University Salem College Elementary Education Vocational Technical Education Vocational Technical Education 
Russell Jackson Moore, Jr. West Virginia University Vocational Technical Education Rodney Lee Smith Marshall University Vocational Technical Education Donald Ray Stanley Bluefield State College Health and Physical Education Jennings Bryan Staten Concord College Health and Physical Education Master of Business Administration Scott L. Denning Marshall University Business and Commerce Earl T. Jackson Marshall University Business and Commerce Jo Ann Shepherd Marshall University Business and Commerce 
School of Medicine Candidates presented by Robert W. Coon, Dean 
Candidates for Degrees May 11, 1985 
Doctor of Medicine David Russell Ayers Marshall University Denise Lynn Baisden Marshall University Sara Lynn Casto West Virginia University Simon K. Chang University of Michigan Cheryl Lynn Cook Marshall University Joedy L. Daristotle West Virginia University Carol Ann Foster Alderson-Broaddus College Sharon Elizabeth Frey West Virginia University Frederick Mark Goodwin West Virginia University Pierre lstfan West Virginia State College Ernest Rhett Jabour University of Oregon Nancy Lea Joseph West Virginia State College Charles Calvin McCormick Marshall University Lea Ann Moricle University of Cincinnati Victor Ferris Nease University of Cincinnati Michael J. Nerenberg Marshall University David Ray Nunley Marshall University Terry Gray Pritt Concord College Scott L. Henson Danny Allan Rader West Virginia Institute of Technology West Virginia Wesleyan College Karen Johnson Heyd West Virginia Wesleyan College Scot David Hines Marshall University Geno V. Romano Concord College Andrew Hubert Schindzielorz University of Steubenville Lowell Carrol Shinn West Virginia University Stephanie Ann Skolik Marshall University John Joseph Snidow West Virginia University Melanie A. Stephenson Marshall University Helen Ruth Thornton Randolph-Mason Woman's College Ted Bryan Vance West Virginia University James Peter Viglianco Ohio State University Kevin J. Willis Marshall University Dean Harris Woodard University of Virginia Kevin Wesley Yingling West Virginia University 
Doctoral Dissertation 
May 1985 John D. Riffe Dr. Neil L. Gibbins The Interrelationship of Teacher Stress, Organizational Climate, and Academic Achievement in the Elementary Schools of West Virginia. Judith Sortet Dr. Robert B. Hayes Perceptions of Nursing Education Ad­ministrators and Nursing Service Ad­ministrators Regarding Associate Degree and Baccalaureate Nurses in Hospitals. 
Masters Theses 
May 1985 John H. Gibson Health, Physical Education & Recreation Dr. Robert Barnett The Effects of Three Different Train­ing Programs on the Velocity of a Kicked Soccerball (Leg Strength and Running Spree), in Intercollegiate Soc­cer Players. Judy Louise May Taylor Music Dr. Bradford De Vos There is No Badd Songe: Instrumen­tal Music in John Baldwin's Com­monplace Book. 
December 1984 Jack Chambers Music Education Dr. Bradford De Vos Quiet Meditations. Charles Gilbert Biological Sciences Dr. Thomas Weaks An Assessment of the Allelopathic Potential of Four Species of Algae on Thirteen Species of Seed Plants. Gregory L. Glass Biological Sciences Dr. Frank Binder Survival of Gram-Negative Bacteria Isolated from a Water Purification System in a Variety of Selected Phar­maceutical Products. Michael Zegeer Sociology Dr. Kenneth Ambrose Occupational Ranking in a Rural Ap­palachian Setting a Repletive Com­parison. August 1984 Yuan-Pyng Lee Sociology Dr. Kenneth Ambrose Patterns of Socioeconomic Assimila­tion of Chinese Into the Cultural Life of a West Virginia City (Huntington­Ashland SMSA). HerngHsiang Lo Chemistry Dr. James Douglass Studies Concerning Alkylation at the d-Carbon of 2-Substituted Quino­lines.Darrell Glenn Mullins Speech Dr. Dorothy Johnson An Investigation of the Oral Com­munication Skills of Inservice and Preservice Teachers. Theodore Stetz Biological Sciences Dr. Donald Tarter Instream Flow Requirements · and Suitability-of-Use for Smallmouth Bass ,  Micropterus  do lomisui  (Lacepede). 


